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Confusion detection systems (CDSs) that need Noninvasive, mobile, and
cost-effective methods use facial expressions as a technique to detect
confusion. In previous works, the technology that the system used
represents a major gap between this proposed CDS and other systems.
This CDS depends on the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) that is
used to extract facial features. The FACS shows the motion of the facial
muscles represented by Action Units (AUs); the movement is represented
with one facial muscle or more. Seven AUs are used as possible markers
for detecting confusion that has been implemented in the form of a single
vector of facial action; the AUs that have been used in this work are AUs
4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 12, and 23. The database used to calculate the performance
of the proposed CDS is gathered from 120 participants (91males, 29
females), between the ages of 18-45. Four types of classification
algorithms are used as individuals; these classifiers are (VG-RAM),
(SVM), Logistic Regression and Quadratic Discriminant classifiers. The
best success rate was found when using Logistic Regression and Quadratic
Discriminant. This work introduces different classification techniques to
detect confusion by collecting an actual database that can be used to
evaluate the performance for every CDS employing facial expressions and
selecting appropriate facial features.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Confusion detection is essential in current days; many studies reveal the vital role that confusion
can play in learning, as found in Massive Open Online Course (MOOC). Additionally, in any type of
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everyday assignment that required reasoning, for example, feeling confused while driving or in any
Situation Awareness (SA) environment also in detection confusion in healthcare applications.
Electromyography (EMG) and Electroencephalogram (EEG) systems have been utilized in
confusion detection techniques. These are considered invasive techniques to detect confusion since
they require connecting sensors to the participants’ bodies during the experiments. EMG works on
sensing the electrical activity of the detectable facial musculature related to confusion [1]. Also,
employing an EEG system to detect confusion where the assumption considered that confused people
EEG signals would diverge from normal state signals [2]. The accuracy for both systems considered
to be low compared to the non-invasive systems. Another reason which makes the non-invasive
techniques more reliable to detect confusion.
There are other indications of confusion discussed in the previous work, which are eye
movement, EEG data, EMG data, facial expression, eye gaze and the way expressing the Language
and Discourse Analysis for a learner. The latter one was proposed by Atapattu [3] by adapting the
confusion classification technique in MOOC to identify which aspects impact the overall learning
process. The dataset contains approximately 30,000 anonymized forum posts. While detecting user’s
confusion during visualization processing was proposed by Conati [4]. Another work represented by
Postma [5] where confusion detection in healthcare delivery applications on the Internet was
introduced to help elderly patients using automatic facial recognition systems. Two other works to
detect confusion based on facial expression proposed by Grafsgaard [6, 7]. The earlier studies that
were represented to clarify confusion back to the date 1987 introduced by De Wit [8]. The
hypotheses suggested by D’Mello [9] that confusion appears when their contradictions and conflicts
with the informational stream, so the confusion that has been triggered can be effective in learning if
it is properly controlled by the learner, or whether there are enough scaffolds which allow learners to
deal with their confusion. These hypotheses are partially supported by the achieved results. Recently,
other studies give the efficiency of employing facial expression extraction technique for confusion
detection according to the number of participants. For instance, a recent study by Borges [10] and Shi
[11] both yielded effective results to recognize confusion.
Most CDSs used invasive techniques mentioned earlier may give inaccurate information because
it requires connecting sensors to the participant’s body, which makes the participant
confused/anxious during the experiment. While this potentially can give, false misreading sensor
signals leading to confusion detection miss predication. In addition to the contained area in which the
experiment was carried. The major purpose of this work is to build an independent CDS without
physical contact. Therefore, to design efficient CDS, suitable and reliable visual features should be
selected from the collected database. This proposed CDS is an autonomous system and can operate in
unconstrained environments.

2. MACHINE-BASED CONFUSION DETECTION SYSTEM
Confusion recognition is an important step in designing effective teaching strategies and
interventions. This automatic recognition method, which is based on facial expressions, has been
applied and achieved high accuracy to detect confusion [11]. This system consists of three stages, the
first one video capturing and pre-processing, which arranges the captured video for the next stage and
its responsible for facial identification and finding any important points (landmarks) on the
participant's face. The second stage is used to extract features from the captured videos and use them
as a potential marker for confusion. The final stage is Decision maker, in which one of, the suggested
classifier that reveals the participant state. The general block diagram of confusion detection systems
CDS based on facial expressions is shown in Figure 1. The following section discusses these stages
in detail.
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Figure 1: The general block diagram of confusion detection systems CDS.

I. Stage 1
Capturing the video and Pre-Processing it represents the first stage of the proposed system, which
consists of three steps (Video Recording and Editing, Face Detection, and Facial Landmark
Detection and Tracking). The videos are recorded using a digital camera, then editing the video is
performed to recognize and obtain only the needed parts of these videos and to remove undesirable
parts. After this step, the viola jones technique is used [12] in such a way that the process of image
sequence for facial detection is carried out for the dataset collected. The VJ technique used
grayscales of the image to extract feature pixels by using the feature blocks technique, which is a
Haar-like feature block set based on the AdaBoost classifier, where five types of Haar-like features
are used. The face detection step gives a bounding box around the face. This bounding box leads to
initial landmark locations that given initial shape parameters. The CLNF fitting [13] can start based
on initial shape parameters. The fitting algorithm finds the optimal shape parameters. If the CLNF
fitting was succeeded in locating feature points or otherwise, it would notify the tracker to reinitialize
depend on a face detector.

II. Stage 2
Feature Extraction represents the second stage; in this method, detection of AUs depends on 2
kinds of features, which are (appearance and geometry). The AUs movement represented one facial
muscle or more, that used as possible markers for detecting confusion. Many techniques based on
facial expressions extraction have been utilized for confusion detection, which used a variety of types
of AU as an indicator for confusion as found in [6, 7, 10, and 11].

III. Stage 3
In the decision-maker stage, four types of different classifiers are proposed: Virtual Generalizing
Random Access Memory (VG-RAM), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Logistic Regression and
Quadratic Discriminant classifiers, that used to differentiate between a confused person who is not
confused. Each classifier's recognition rate was different from others; therefore, two types of
classifier that achieved the higher accuracy in this proposed work of CDS will be discussed in this
section, which are Logistic Regression and Quadratic Discriminant classifiers. Logistic Regression is
one of the most popular Machine Learning algorithms, which comes under the Supervised Learning
technique, which can not only be used to predict the probability but also used for classification.
Logistic regression can be used to classify individuals in the target categories through the logistic
function. It is related to the probability of the chosen outcome event [14, 15]. The Logistic regression
equation can be obtained from the Linear Regression equation. The mathematical steps to get
Logistic Regression equations are given below, the equation of the straight line can be written as
[16]:

(1)

Where y is a target or dependent variable,
is intercept,
are predictors or
independent variables ,
is coefficients or respective predictors. In Logistic
Regression y can be between 0 and 1 only, so dividing the above equation by (1-y) result:

(2)
After that, a range between (–[infinity] to + [infinity]) is needed, then taking the logarithm of the
equation, it will become the final equation for Logistic Regression:
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(3)

This current prediction function returns a probability score between 0 and 1. In order to map this
to a discrete class (true/false, confused/not), selecting a threshold value or tipping point above which
will classify values into class 1 and below, which will classify values into class 0.

P ≥ 0.5, class = 1
P < 0.5, class = 0
An example of a logistic regression function is shown below in Figure 2:

Figure 2: An example of a logistic regression function.

The quadratic discriminant classifier (QDC) is a well-known parametric Bayesian classifier that
has been successfully applied to statistical pattern recognition problems. One such application is in
automatic face recognition. Experiments indicate that the proposed classifier leads to remarkable
improvement in face recognition accuracy as compared to the existing classifiers such as the nearest
neighbor, support vector machine, and Naive Bayes [16]. In classification, the objective is to assign a
given pattern, such as a face, to one of K classes, namely, 𝜔1, 𝜔2,...,𝜔𝑘 on the basis of a feature
vector F = [ 1, 2, 3,…, 𝑇]′associated with the pattern. Statistical pattern recognition considers that
the feature vector F is a T-dimensional observation drawn randomly from the class-conditional PDF𝑝
(𝐅|𝜔ℓ), where 𝜔ℓ, is the class to which the feature vector belongs [17]. If the class-conditional PDFs
are multivariate Gaussian, then the optimal Bayesian decision rule based on a 0/1 loss function yields
the QDC. This classifier assigns an unknown pattern represented by F to the class 𝜔ℓ that minimizes
[18]:
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Where ℓ is the prior probability associated with, 𝜔ℓ,ℓ is the MLE of the true covariance matrix
𝜮ℓ given by the equation below Moreover, 𝑭ℓ is the sample mean vector of the 𝛌 feature vectors in
class 𝜔ℓ:

∑

(

)(

)

(5)

3. DATASETS COLLECTION
A database is a collection of data that provides a forum for checking both the confusion detection
systems and algorithm robustness. To date, a confusion detection study has used a few databases, and
none of them has been made publicly accessible. Hence, it is important to collect databases to assess
the efficiency of the proposed confusion detection. The datasets are gathered from 120 participants
(29 females, 91 males) between the ages of 18-45. Each participant was asked to answer a set of
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different questions (personal social questions) in the interview. Questions were asked while the
camera (CANON) recorded behavioral facial expressions during the entire session in ordinary
circumstances. The data sets are collected with backgrounds that are widely accessible, and the
participants' head pose is not constrained. As shown in Figure 3, in other words, subjects are able to
shift their heads unrestrictedly. The database gathered is consistent with realistic facial expressions,
rather than been produced or created.

Figure 3: The interview session. Face expression of the subject is registered while asking the
questions by the examiner.

4. THE PROPOSED CONFUSION DETECTION SYSTEM
The proposed confusion detection system is constructed with three stages. The first stage is
responsible for video capturing, facial identification, and finding any important points on the
participant's face. This stage is called "Video Capturing and Pre-Processing," which arranges the
captured video for the next second stage, "Dynamic Feature Extraction and Action Units (AUs)
detection," this stage-manages the participant's face, which is detected in order to extract the
appropriate features from it. Representing by AUs that detected and extracted from the face based on
two types of features (appearance and geometry) features. "Decision Maker (Classification)" is the
final stage where a confused individual is detected and recognized from whom not confused
depending on AUs extracted in the earlier stage. Which is VG-RAM, SVM, Logistic Regression, and
Quadratic Discriminant. Figure 4, illustrates the step structure of the proposed system.

Figure 4: illustrates the step structure of the proposed system.

A. Video recording and editing
The videos are recorded using a digital camera; the camera has a small display LCD screen. The
file format type of the recorded video is the MOV extension. In this work, the videos are recorded at
a resolution of 1920x1080 pixels per frame for 120 participants to test the robustness of the proposed
CDS. After the videos are recorded, these videos must be modified before extracting features from it,
splitting between each sentence expressed by the participant. Where every clip has a length of time of
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about 1 second. Such editing is essential so that undesirable parts of the original videos can be
removed and separating confusion responses from other responses. In total, the number of clips
obtained from all original videos is 490 video clips: 245 for the confused response and 245 for the
not confused response. The numbers of original videos are 120; each participant has one video that
contains confused and not confused responses. After editing, for both responses, each participant has
approximately 8-12 video clips (4-6 video clips for each response).
Face detection is used to check the existence of the face region in the video, Where the VJ
technique is used, as mentioned in the previous section, to process the image sequence for facial
detection that was carried out for the dataset collected. The faces of all participants are passed by all
these 31 AdaBoost layers, then implementing skin cheek only to the cascaded AdaBoost. Finally, the
algorithm used the decision threshold to pick the best AdaBoost layer. After the face detection step
gives a bounding box around the face. The Constrained Local Neural Field (CLNF) fitting can start
based on initial shape parameters. The fitting algorithm finds the optimal shape parameters. The
system is beginning to applying landmark detection to each image in the input video independently in
a sequence, So CLNF gives the location of 68 facial landmarks. The face detection and CLNF
landmark detection and tracking are shown in Fig 5, 6 respectively.

Figure 5: Face detection using VJA.

Figure 6: CLNF landmark detection and tracking.

B. Feature extraction
The input video clip consists of 10-35 frames (depend on the length of video clips); each frame
has its corresponding AUs vector. This leads to 10-35 AU vectors for each video clip. To train and
test the classifier on these visual feature vectors, the video clips should have the same number of AUs
vectors. In this work, one AUs vector is chosen for each video clip by select the most repeated AUs
on frames sequence. The most repeated AUs of frames sequence (belong to the same video clip) are
selected depending on the presence or absence of each AU in the frames sequence of the video clips.
The proposed system recognizes 18 facial AUs (AU 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, 17, 20, 23, 25,
26, 28, and 45) some of these AUs have no effect on confusion detection processes. Based on the
result of the proposed AUs detection system using collected datasets (for confused and not confused
responses) show that some AUs not affected during the confused and not confused response
approximately remain in the same state during all interviews. Only seven AUs have a significant
effect during confused and not confused responses, as shown in Table I, which summarizes these
seven AUs used in this work as potential indicators for detection confusion.
TABLE I: Name and region of the effective AUs based on FACS.
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Action Units

FACS name

AU4

Brow Lower

AU5

Upper Lid Raiser

AU6

Cheek Raiser

AU7

Lid Tightener

AU10

Upper Lip Raiser

AU12

Lip Corner Puller

AU23

Lip Tightener

Facial
Expression

C. Classification
In the decision-maker stage, four types of different classifiers are proposed: VG-RAM, SVM,
Logistic Regression, and Quadratic Discriminant. These classifiers are trained and tested from the
collected database, the training and evaluation database was selected on a random basis. Four
hundred ninety video samples have been collected for both males and females (245 video clips for
confused response and 245 video clips for not confusing response). This dataset is divided into
training and testing (50% for training and 50% for testing).
The collected data sets are divided into two groups; the first group used to learn the classifiers,
and the second group used to evaluate their performance. The accuracy of each classifier is
considered a key parameter for evaluating the performance of each classifier. Based on the collected
database and identified AUs, the performance of suggested classifiers is compared to finding the best
classifier which can distinguish a confused person from someone who is not confused.

5. THE PROPOSED CLASSIFIER PERFORMANCE RESULTS
The classifiers results for each SVM, VG-RAM, Logistic Regression, and Quadratic discriminant
are shown in Table II, based on the recognition rate of the result obtained when using all datasets.
The Table reveals the accuracy of detection for the four proposed systems by separating confused
participants from unconfused participants. Logistic Regression and Quadratic discriminant classifiers
have the highest detection accuracy results, which is 96.3415% for both classifiers based on all
collected datasets. While detection accuracy results for SVM and VG-RAM classifiers were also
promising but less than Logistic Regression and Quadratic discriminant classifiers.

TABLE II: The proposed confusion detection classifiers Performance.
Proposed classifier

Detection accuracy

SVM

93.0894%

VG-RAM
LR
QDA

95.5285%
96.3415%
96.3415%
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6. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS WORKS
The best performance of the suggested systems will be compared to earlier works so that the
proposed CDS robustness is evaluated. The proposed system achieved the best performance results
by using logistic Regression and Quadratic discriminant classifiers. It is difficult to compare results
for the same environment; the Datasets used in previous works are not publicly available and are
different from the collected data sets used in the proposed CDS are the reason for this difficulty.
Many of the earlier works have gathered the datasets through interviews and online courses, resulting
in huge differences in the database that have been collected from the database of previous work. An
example of these variations is the participants' psychological state, the lighting condition, and the
occlusion effect. There are a variety of technologies on which previous systems rely, for example
(muscles and brain activity, facial expressions, and eye movement). The comparisons were made
depending on the participant’s number and the detection accuracy since the comparison according to
methods, which were employed, the algorithms, the classifiers, and features number is difficult to
make. Table III, listed comparisons depending on the participant’s number, type of features, and the
accuracy of detection of the proposed CDS with the confusion systems in the previous works.
Unconcerned with the technology used, the Table display different techniques were used in previous
work to detect confusion. The two main challenges facing CDS were the number of participants and
the accuracy of the detection to evaluate CDS robustness.
According to the Table below, the proposed method is essentially preferable for all previous
works since the currently available dataset is greater than the number of datasets that have been used
in previous work.
TABLE III:
A Comparison based on the number of participants and detection accuracy
results with previous works.
Ref. No.

Type of features

No. of
participants

Detection
Accuracy

[6]
[1]
[7]
[19]

Action unit AU4
EMG data
Action units AU4 and AU7
Fifteen different eye
movement
The urgency and
Question Variables
Participants’ gaze
trajectories and fixations
driver’s behavior and
the traffic conditions
EEG data
EEG data
Action units AU25, 26
and 27.
narrowing of the eyes and
lowering of the eyebrows,
similar to frowning
Facial expressions based on
seven AUs

14 videos
24
67
20

86%
87.5%
85%
--

--

74%

14

--

11

--

10
17
20

73.3%
71.3%
81%

82

93.8%

120 (490
video clips)

96.3415%

[20]
[21]
[22]
[2]
[23]
[10]
[11]

Proposed
system

7. CONCLUSIONS
The proposed CDS has proven the theory of using facial movements to detect confusion. Where a
new database provided to enhance and evaluate the performance of the proposed confusion detection
system. These samples were extracted from 120 participants. Seven Action Units (AU 4, 5, 6, 7, 10,
12, and 23) have a sufficient effect in the detection of confusion depending on the database that has
been collected, while the features that have been redacted are (AU 1, 2, 9, 14, 15, 17, 20, 25, 26, 28,
and 45) which have no effect on the recognition rate. The suggested CDS is an autonomous system
capable of recognizing the input video clip that belongs to anybody in unconstrained environments,
even though it is not part of the data training of the system.
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